
PG1000-400 Advanced REACTION SERIES

COMPARE THE FEATURES:

 Advanced REACTION1 Software 

 5 Mega Pixel ½" format USB 3.0 color camera

 Low light imaging requires minimum light and reduces hot spots 

 12x Microscope, magnifications from 12.5x to 145x

 Do multiple screen scale, edge detection and comparisons in 
different colors over a single image

 Magnifications automatically synchronized to PC

 Base block and focus encoder

 Focus indication

 User Macros

 DXF or DWG overlay software lockable to scale movement; DXF or 
DWG data collection 

 Automatic screen calibration with magnification change stabilization

 Linear scale calibration           

 Euro-Tech PGEB6 6 Channel USB Encoder Interface 

 Free upgrade software downloads as hardware permits  
 1REAltime Cutting Tool InspectiON  

PG1000-400 Advanced REACTION1 
SERIES

	 Microscope: *00484-1A 12x optical system 

 Magnification: 12.5x, 20x, 30x, 40x, 50x, 60x, 70x, 80x,   
  90x, 110x, 120x, 125x, 130x, and 145x

 Field of View: 12.5x = 25 mm, 20x = 16.7 mm,  
  30x = 11.6 mm, 40x = 8 mm, 50x = 6.6 mm,  
  60x = 5.4 mm, 70x = 4.55 mm,  
  80x = 4.0 mm, 90x =3.5 mm,  
  110x = 3.0 mm, 120x = 2.8 mm,  
  125x = 2.6 mm, 130x = 2.5 mm, 
  145x = 2.3 mm

 Range of Focus: 36mm (1.437")

 Camera: *5 mega pixel,  ½" format USB 3.0 color camera 

 Computer: *Dell mini-tower or desk top, i7 
  quad core processor, 8 GB RAM, 500 GB 
  hard drive. Digital DP 4K video card 

 Monitor: 24" diagonal 3480 x 2160 RES flat panel 

 Operating System: *Windows 7, 64 bit; Windows 10, 64 bit 

 Scales: *Fagor 1 micron

 Light: Variable Intensity LED work light

* PG Inspection Technology reserves the right to change microscope, digital readout,  scale manufacturers and camera 
Manufacturers, computer manufacturers, operating systems and computer components as needed

1 REAltime Cutting Tool InspectiON

 Language: English, German, Chinese

 Software Upgrades: Software upgrades are free using “Check for  
  Upgrade“: in software File menu, v. 7 only 

 Screen Resolutions: Low = .010 mm (.00039")  
  High = .001 mm   (.000039")

 Repeatability: .005 mm (.0002") at max. magnification

 Measuring Range: 75 mm vertical x 200 mm horizontal (50 mm  
  of additional vertical optionally available)

 Warranty: 1 year on all parts supplied by Euro-Tech   
  at the time of purchase as an upgrade or   
  full system

  General Information: Dimensions: 24" wide x 19" deep x 18" high
   Weight: 140 lbs;  
   Power: 110 volts default; 220 optional

  Calibration: Euro-Tech recommends the purchase of 
calibration part reticle 1000-645-1 for monitor 
screen and segmented scale calibration on 
REACTION Series Gages. This calibration 
reticle can be rented from Euro-Tech.
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.dxf file overlay step reamer 

radii Inspection using edge detectionball nose

SPECIFICATIONS:

PG1000 
Cutting Tool  
Inspection 
Package includes hardware,  
digital readout and linear scales

for more information visit
www.pg1000.com 
pg@pg1000.com
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 SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS
Software 

language*: English, German, Chinese

Screen display: Date, tool number and name  
input  by operator, electronic  
crosshair  (Z-axis), slide positions  
 “X” horizontal and “Y” vertical,  
inch/metric display, menu bar,  
tool  bar, status bar, note pad,  
Windows “Help” file

Software features*:  

Toolbox: Control the most frequently 
used inspection functions on the 
desktop with the click of your 
mouse

Info: Displays the date, enter the tool 
or operator name,  job or ticket 
number and tool number for 
future reference use

Encoder Data: Displays primary and secondary 
positions of “X” and “Y” axis, 
crosshair rotation, base block 
position (Advance systems only)

Instructions: Text instructions on how 
functions work, video demos 
are available for all calculations 
by right mouse clicking the 
calculation you choose

Scenes and 
Inspections:

Save all calculations on the 
screen image or scene, put 
multiple scenes together to 
make a tool inspection

Calculations:  Choose a calculation method 
to make your inspection or 
inspections on a scene, use 
multiple calculations in different 
colors, save the scene for reuse 
in scenes or inspections

Calculation 
Archives: 

 Save your calculations to create 
tool inspection reports for 
documentation

Results: See the results of all your screen 
calculations, transfer them to 
your own Excel spread sheets

Network compatible. 

Supports ISO

*PG Inspection Technologies reserves the right 
to change microscope, digital readout,  scale 
manufacturers and camera Manufacturers, 
computer manufacturers,  operating systems and 
computer components as needed.

Shown at 3840 x 2160 Resolution

	PG1000 
 GAUGES | 400 Advanced REACTION Software
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1REAltime Cutting Tool InspectiON  

ADVANCED REACTION1 SOFTWARE



 Basic REACTION1 Software

 5 Mega Pixel ½" format USB 3.0 color camera

 Low light imaging requires minimum light and reduces 
hot spots 

 6x Microscope, magnifications from 15x to 95x

 DXF or DWG overlay software lockable to scale 
movement; DXF or DWG data collection 

 Automatic screen calibration 

 Linear scale calibration           

 Euro-Tech PGEB6 6 channel USB Encoder Interface 

 Free upgrade software downloads as hardware permits 

 Do multiple screen, scale, edge detection and 
comparisons in different colors over a single image

 User macros
 1REAltime Cutting Tool InspectiON           

*Euro Tech reserves the right to change microscope, digital readout,  scale manufacturers and camera Manufacturers,  
 computer manufacturers, operating systems and computer components as needed
1 REAltime Cutting Tool InspectiON

PG1000-200 Basic REACTION 
SERIES

SPECIFICATIONS:

radii Inspection using edge detection

rake angle inspection using scales

  Microscope: *00464-1A 6X optical system 

 Magnification*: 15x, 20x, 30x, 40x, 55x, 75x, 95x2

        Field of view: 15x = 22 mm, 20x = 16.5 mm, 30x = 11.0 mm, 
40x = 8 mm, 55x = 6.5 mm, 75x = 4.2 mm, 95x 
=3.5 mm

              Camera: *5 mega pixel,  ½" format USB 3.0 color camera 

 Range of Focus: 12mm 

           Computer: *Dell mini-tower or desk top, i7 
  quad core processor, 8 GB RAM, 500 GB 
  hard drive. Digital DP 4K video card 

 Monitor: 24" diagonal 3840 x 2160 RES flat panel 

 Operating System: *Windows 7, 64 bit; Windows 10, 64 bit

 Scales: *Fagor 1 micron

 Light: Variable Intensity LED work light

                   

 Language: English, German, Chinese 

 Software: Software upgrades are free using “Check for  
  Upgrade” in software file menu, v.7 only

 Measuring Range: 75 mm vertical x 200 mm horizontal

 Repeatability: .010 mm (.0005") at max. magnification

 General Information: Dimensions: 24" wide x 19" deep x 18" high
  Weight: 140 lbs
  Power: 110 volts default; 220 optional

 Warranty: One year on all parts supplied by Euro-Tech  
  at the time of purchase as an upgrade or full  
  system 
 Calibration: Euro-Tech recommends the purchase of   
  calibration part reticle 1000-645-1 for monitor  
  screen and segmented scale calibration on   
  REACTION Series Gages. This calibration reticle  
  can be rented from Euro-Tech.

step reamer 

ball nose

PG1000 
Cutting Tool  
Inspection 
Package includes hardware,  
digital readout and linear scales

for more information visit
www.pg1000.com 
pg@pg1000.com

	PG1000 
 GAUGES | 200 Basic REACTION Series
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PG1000-200 Basic REACTION 
SERIES

COMPARE THE FEATURES:
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 SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS
Software 

language*: English, German

Screen display: Date, tool number and name  
input  by operator, electronic  
crosshair  (Z-axis), slide positions  
 “X” horizontal and “Y” vertical,  
inch/metric display, menu bar,  
tool  bar, status bar, note pad,  
Windows “Help” file

Software features*:  

Toolbox: Control the most frequently 
used inspection functions on the 
desktop with the click of your 
mouse

Info: Displays the date, enter the tool 
or operator name,  job or ticket 
number and tool number for 
future reference use

Encoder Data: Displays primary and secondary 
positions of “X” and “Y” axis, 
crosshair rotation, base block 
position (Advance systems only)

Instructions: Text instructions on how 
functions work, video demos 
are available for all calculations 
by right mouse clicking the 
calculation you choose

Scenes and 
Inspections:

Save all calculations on the 
screen image or scene, put 
multiple scenes together to 
make a tool inspection

Calculations:  Choose a calculation method 
to make your inspection or 
inspections on a scene, use 
multiple calculations in different 
colors, save the scene for reuse 
in scenes or inspections

Calculation 
Archives: 

 Save your calculations to create 
tool inspection reports for 
documentation

Results: See the results of all your screen 
calculations, transfer them to 
your own Excel spread sheets

Network compatibe

Supports ISO

*Euro-Tech reserves the right to change microscope, digital 
readout,  scale manufacturers and camera Manufacturers, 
computer manufacturers, operating system computer 
components and software as needed

BASIC REACTION1 SOFTWARE

 
1REAltime Cutting Tool InspectiON  

Shown at 3940 x 2160 Resolution
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PG1000-200 Basic REACTION 
SERIES

COMPARE THE FEATURES:
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 Robust, shop floor durable 

 High quality Swiss centering microscope with protractor 
for angle measurement 

 Image viewed under magnification as corrected image

 10x and 25x standard magnification; 5x, 50x & 100x opt.

 Uses same base and slides as software system

 Can be upgraded to basic software system

 Designed exclusively for cutting tool inspection

 Large selection of workholding accessories.

PG1000-200-MONO
COMPARE THE FEATURES:

PG1000 
Cutting Tool  
Inspection 
Package includes hardware,  
digital readout and linear scales

for more information visit
www.pg1000.com 
pg@pg1000.com

	PG1000 
 GAUGES | PG1000-200-MONO
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Microscope Specifications:

 Microscope: *Isoma 157 centering microscope with     
 protractor for angle measurement  

 Measurement Range: 360 degrees

 Accuracy: 10ꞌ
 Magnification: 10x and 25x standard (Opt. 5x, 50x and 100x)

        Field of View: 10x lens - 15mm (.590"); 25x lens - 6mm (.239")

 Scales: *Fagor

 Digital Readout: *Fagor Innova 20iM DRO

 Features: Inch/mm conversion, presets and memory

              Resolution: .0005" standard (.000010" optional)

 Voltage: 110/V, 60 Hz; 220/V, 50 Hz (optional)

 Measuring Range: 75 mm vertical x 200 mm horizontal   

 Dimensions & Weight: Footprint: 24" wide x 19" x 18" tall; 140lbs

 Optional Readout

 Manufacturer: *Fagor Innova 20iM DRO

 Features:  Centerline locator, presets, memory, metrology  
  functions.  RS 232 output for SPC data collector.   
  Serial output for a printer.

 Resolution: .00005" standard (.000010" Optional)

 Voltage: 110/V, 60 Hz, 220/V, 50 Hz (Optional)

The PG1000-200-MONO uses a monocular microscope for the optical inspection of cutting tool geometries, clearance angles, 
diameters and lengths are easily seen and measured without inverted images. The complete gage includes: standard base 
features, microscope, digital readout, linear scales on both “X” and “Y” axis, and a halogen light. It can be upgraded with optional 
digital readout including metrology functions and RS 232 output for SPC data collection.

	PG1000 
 GAUGES | PG1000-200-MONO

 SPECIFICATIONS FOR PG1000-200-MONO:

 Product Information:

 Base Hardware: See PG Inspection Technologies web site  
  www.pg1000.com or PG1000 brochure for   
  construction details.

 Warranty: 1 year on all parts supplied by PG Inspection  
  Technologies at the time of purchase as an   
  upgrade or full system.

 Calibration: PG Inspection Technologies recommends   
  the purchase of calibration part #1000-570   
  for monitor screen and scale calibration. This  
  reticle can be rented from PG Inspection   
  Technologies for $200 per week. 

N48 W14170 Hampton Road
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The new PG1000-400 Advanced 
REACTION-1.3X gage offers 
magnifications from 35x to 415x for the 
inspection of micro tool geometries. 
High magnifications are achieved 
optically, not by electronic magnification. 
The image is then reproduced by a USB 
3.0 5MP camera and displayed on a 
4K monitor without any electronic pixel 
manipulation. Half micron scales are used for increased scale accuracy. 

REACTION Software make multiple tool inspections in real time, using 
scales, screen, edge detection, comparisons or .dxf file overlays in 
multiple colors on one scene. Repeat tool inspections by recalling saved 
inspection scenes, annotate the scene to make your own tool inspection 
documentation or save data to Excel. 

The PG1000-400  Advanced REACTION Series uses our proprietary six 
channel encoder interface to collect data from the focus and base block axis, 
horizontal and vertical axis’s and microscope that automatically synchronizes 
magnification with the software.

PG1000 
Cutting Tool  
Inspection 
Package includes hardware,  
digital readout and linear scales

for more information visit
www.pg1000.com 
pg@pg1000.com

PG1000-400-1.3X Advanced REACTION 
 for Micro Drills
BUILT TO MEET YOUR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

	PG1000 
 GAUGES | PG1000 for micro-drills
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 Repeatability: .003mm (.00012") at max. magnification

 Measuring Range: 75 mm vertical x 200 mm horizontal

 Warranty: 1 year on all parts supplied by Euro-Tech   
  at the time of purchase as an upgrade or   
  full system

  Dimensions & Weight: Footprint: 24" wide x 19" deep x 18" high
   Weight: 140 lbs;  
   Power: 110 volts default; 220 optional

  Calibration: PG Inspection Technologies recommends 
the purchase of calibration part reticle 1000-
645-1 for monitor screen and linear scale 
calibration on REACTION Series Gages. 
This calibration reticle can be rented from 
PG Inspection Technologies.

:
 Microscope: *00484-1A 12x optical system 

 Magnification: 35x, 60x, 85x, 121x, 150x, 186x, 213x,    
  245x, 276x, 308x, 340x, 368x, 390x, and 415x

 Field of View: 35x = 10 mm, 60x = 5.5 mm,  
  85x = 4 mm, 121x = 2.75 mm, 150x = 2.2 mm,  
  186x = 1.7 mm, 213x = 1.5 mm,  
  245x =1.37 mm, 276x = 1.21 mm,  
  308x = 1.06mm, 340x=1.0 mm,  
  368x = .91 mm, 390x = .086 mm, 
  415x = .81 mm

 Range of Focus: 36mm (1.437")

 Camera: *5 mega pixel,  ½" format USB 3.0 color camera 

 Computer: *Dell mini-tower or desk top, i7 
  quad core processor, 8 GB RAM, 500 GB 
  hard drive. Digital DP 4K video card 

 Monitor: Min. 24" flat panel 4K monitor (3890 x 2160) RES

 Operating System: *Windows 7, 64 bit; Windows 10, 64 bit 

 Scales: *Fagor .5 micron

 Light: Variable Intensity LED work light

 Language: English, German, Chinese

 Software Upgrades: Software upgrades are free using “Check for  
  Upgrade“: in software File menu, v. 7 only 

 Screen Resolutions: Low = .010 mm (.00039")  
  High = .001 mm   (.000039")

*  Euro‑Tech reserves the right to change microscope, digital readout and 
scale manufacturers, camera manufacturers, computer manufacturers, 
operating systems and computer components as needed.

	PG1000 
 GAUGES | PG1000 for micro-drills

 

 SPECIFICATIONS FOR PG1000-400-1.3X ADVANCED REACTION FOR MICRO DRILLS:
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The PG1000-400L Advanced REACTION1 gage extends 
horizontal axis by 6" (150 mm) for longer tool length 
measurements. Low light tool inspection images reproduced 
by a USB 3.0 5MP camera are displayed on a 4K monitor 
without any electronic pixel manipulation. REACTION 
Software makes multiple tool inspections in real time, using 
scales, screen, edge detection, comparisons or .dxf file 
overlays in multiple colors on one scene. 

Repeat tool inspections by recalling saved inspection scenes, 
annotate the scene to make your own tool inspection 
documentation or save data to Excel. The PG1000-400  
Advanced REACTION Series uses our proprietary six channel 
encoder interface  to collect data from the focus and base 
block axis, horizontal and vertical axis’s and microscope that 
automatically synchronizes magnification with the software.

PG1000-400L Advanced REACTION
BUILT TO MEET YOUR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

27"

	PG1000 
 GAUGES | PG1000 extended length

 

PG1000 
Cutting Tool  
Inspection 
Package includes hardware,  
digital readout and linear scales

for more information visit
www.pg1000.com 
pg@pg1000.com
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 Repeatability: .005 mm (.0002") at max. magnification

 Measuring Range: 75 mm vertical x 350 mm horizontal (50 mm  
  of additional vertical optionally available)

 Warranty: 1 year on all parts supplied by Euro-Tech   
  at the time of purchase as an upgrade or   
  full system

  General Information: Dimensions: 30" wide x 19" deep x 18” high
   Weight: 160 lbs;  
   Power: 110 volts default; 220 optional

  Calibration: PG Inspection Technologies recommends 
the purchase of calibration part reticle 1000-
645-1 for monitor screen and linear scale 
calibration on REACTION Series Gages. 
This calibration reticle can be rented from 
PG Inspection Technologies.

	PG1000 
 GAUGES | PG1000 extended length

 

*PG1000 Technologies reserves the right to change microscope, digital  
readout and scale manufacturers, camera manufacturers, computer  
manufacturers, operating systems and computer components as needed.

SPECIFICATIONS:

 

 Microscope: *00484-1A 12x optical system 

 Magnification: 8x, 14x, 20x, 30x, 36x, 43x, 50x, 65x, 72x, 80x,  
  86x, 93x, 100x, 

 Field of View: 8x = 32 mm, 14x = 28 mm,  
  20x = 16 mm, 30x = 11.6 mm, 36x = 9 mm,   
  43x = 7 mm, 50x = 6.6 mm,  
  65x = 5 mm, 72x =4.5 mm,  
  80x = 4 mm, 86x = 3.5 mm,  
  93x = 3 mm, 100x = 2.8 mm,

 Range of Focus: 36mm (1.437")

 Camera: *5 mega pixel,  ½" format USB 3.0 color camera 

 Computer: **Dell mini-tower or desk top, i7 
  quad core processor, 8 GB RAM, 500 GB 
  hard drive. Digital DP 4K video card 

 Monitor: 24" diagonal 3480 x 2160 RES flat panel 

 Operating System: *Windows 7, 64 bit; Windows 10, 64 bit 

 Scales: *Fagor 1 micron

 Light: Variable Intensity LED work light

 Language: English, German, Chinese

 Software Upgrades: Software upgrades are free using  “Check for  
  Upgrade“ : in software File menu, v. 7 only 

 Screen Resolutions: Low = .010 mm (.00039")  
  High = .001 mm   (.000039")

overhead view

27"

 SPECIFICATIONS FOR PG1000-400L ADVANCED REACTION:
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1000-570-M (MOTORIZED)
CONCENTRICITY FIXTURE 1/8”-1”

1000-575
STANDARD RETICLE

1000-645
LINEAR CALIBRATION RETICLE

1000-515
LIGHT DIFFUSER

1000-570
CONCENTRICITY FIXTURE

1000-571
CONCENTRICITY FIXTURE

1000-572
CONCENTRICITY FIXTURE

1000-209-2
15" V-BLOCK (375 mm ) 

1000-209-1
10" V-BLOCK (250 mm ) 

1000-026
5" MINI V-BLOCK (125 mm ) 

1/8" - 1"

.010" - 1/4"

⅜" - 2"

PG1000 
Cutting Tool  
Inspection 
Just a few of the toolholding devices 
designed for cutting tool inspection

for more information visit
www.pg1000.com 
pg@pg1000.com

	PG1000 
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1000-590
BASE BLOCK WITH ENCODER

1000-650
GUN DRILL FIXTURE

1000-257
MINI V-BLOCK

1000-500-1 (FOR SERIES 200 GAGES)
LARGE CENTER FIXTURE

1000-501
MINI CENTER FIXTURE

1000-500-2
LARGE CENTER FIXTURE WITH CABLE

1000-510-1
50 TAPER

1000-030-3
V-BLOCK INSERT

1000-030
V-BLOCK INSERT

1000-510-2
40 TAPER

PG1000 
Cutting Tool  
Inspection 
Just a few of the toolholding devices 
designed for cutting tool inspection

for more information visit
www.pg1000.com 
pg@pg1000.com

	PG1000 
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1000-661-1
RING LIGHT FOR 200 SERIES

1000-661-2
RING LIGHT FOR 400 SERIES

1000-648
ILLUMINATION TUBE

1000-662
BACK LIGHT

1000-
FUTURE ACCESSORY

1000-
FUTURE ACCESSORY

1000-
FUTURE ACCESSORY

1000-
FUTURE ACCESSORY

1000-
FUTURE ACCESSORY

1000-
FUTURE ACCESSORY

PG1000 
Cutting Tool  
Inspection 
Just a few of the toolholding devices 
designed for cutting tool inspection

for more information visit
www.pg1000.com 
pg@pg1000.com

	PG1000 
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The new PG1000 Illumination Tube and PG1000 Ring Light 
are used to control the light for camera or video inspection of 
the cutting tool by supplying a controllable light environment 
for inspection.

This PG1000 accessory is manufactured  and sold exclusively 
through PG Inspection Technologies for use on PG1000 
inspections gauges.

The Illumination Tube
1000-648

The Ring Light
1000-661-1 for 200 series 1000-661-2 for 400 series

PG1000 
Cutting Tool  
Inspection 
Just a few of the toolholding devices 
designed for cutting tool inspection

for more information visit
www.pg1000.com 
pg@pg1000.com

	PG1000 
 accessories | page 4 of 4
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PG1000 REACTION Software

N48 W14170 Hampton Road

Menomonee Falls, WI USA 53051

262.946.5420

https://pg1000.com 

pg@pg1000.com

PG1000 REACTION Software is a proprietary 
software written by Euro-Tech for the exclusive 
purpose of cutting tool inspection. The word 
REACTION is an acronym for REAltime Cutting 
Tool InspectION. Meaning we digitally analyze 
five million pixels, sorting over sixteen million 
colors fifteen times a second to find patterns 
and shapes overlooking excessive glare from 
too much directed light, shadows, irregular 
or broken shapes. REACTION Software does 
not electronically enhance, crop or magnify 
tool images in any way, what you see is 
exactly what the camera captures, the GPU 
and CPU analyze to help you the user inspect 
your cutting tools. We didn’t use a CAD 
system as the backbone of our software. CAD 
systems while great for drawing images and 
dimensioning them on paper are incapable of 
doing complex custom image analysis, instead 
we wrote our own software to fill just the needs 
of cutting tool inspection. 

Multiple inspections can be made on a single 
image in real time, saved they become an 
inspection scene. Save an inspection scene 
and you’ve just created a macro to repeat tool 
inspections. Save multiple tool scenes to create 
complete tool inspection, save scenes and 
inspection as archives for tool documentation 
or export inspection data to Excel. Import .dxf 
or .dwg files for tool comparisons or collect 
data points for export to a CAD system.

We take your good suggestions, ideas 
and make them reality, truly Cutting Edge 
Inspection Software for Cutting Tools. 

Archived tool inspection data for step reamer

Where’s my manual?   

Don’t look for a PG1000 user’s tool inspection 

manual, there isn’t one. Cutting tool are like 

machine tools, everybody uses them but for different 

reason to machine different parts. Cutting tool are 

no different, every manufacture makes them to their 

specifications claiming to be them to be the best. 

We created REACTION Software with all the tools to 

let you the user decide with your tool manufacturer 

how best to check your tools or if you are the 

manufacturer you know better than we do how to 

check you’re tools. The job of REACTION Software is 

to show you the tools that are available through on 

screen text, prompts and video examples. The text 

has been translated into three languages, but you 

now the old saying, “A picture is worth a thousand 

words”. Feel free to contact us any time with any 

questions.

back clearance angle of minor edge

concentricity of step(s)

radius comparison

step angles

web thickness



REACTION Software

shown at 3840 x 2160 resolution

software version number

archived inspection data sort 
by inspection name, type, 

date or time

saved single inspection scene

saved inspection created by 
saving multiple scenes

Delete, unlock or lock,  
refresh calculations.

When locked inspection moves 
with scale movement.

gage serial number
annotation tool bar

inspection results 
transferable to Excel

save and rerun scene

save and run inspecions

software calculations

gage repeatability  
(combination of pixel size at shown  
magnification scale accuracy)

X and Y scale bin correction 
factors in 10mm horizontal 
distance; 5mm vertical distance 
(shown on if linear calibration  
is used)

camera frame rate

instructions

microscope magnification setting

inch/metric selection

job data

encoder data output shown  
from X, Y, Z and A axis

optional tube light control

load/clear image saved as CTM file

open/close Excel;  
show/hide annotation tool bar

pulse cross hair for rotation, turn on/
off RTM (cross hair rotate to mouse, 
home cross hair)

focus pulse count on PG-400 gage 
equipped with focus encoder



The PG1000 Gauge Calibration Process
USING RETICLE 1000-645-1

Using either the PG1000 Basic reticle 1000-575 or 
the Linear calibration reticle 1000-645-1P or 2P 
calibrations can be performed that will conform to 
ISO requirements. All instructions for calibration 
are included in the PG1000 REACTION Software. 
Never hesitate to call us for assistance.

Use our reticles. Visit https://pg1000.com  
and fill out the reticle rental form.

N48 W14170 Hampton Road

Menomonee Falls, WI 53051

262.946.5420

https://pg1000.com 
pg@pg1000.com

Screen Calibration

Above  Horizontal and Vertical Linear Calibration

N48 W14170 Hampton Road
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051
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PG Gauge CertificationReticle Certification

Crosshair alignment measured over  
certified granite brick

X scale correction factors

Screen verification as found and as left

Repeatability used for certification

Reticle data

Gauge data

Y scale correction factors

Scale verification as found and as left

Screen magnification in camera 
pixels per MM

Scale correction plot
shown to the 10th power

Screen Calibration Factors
Mag X �/px Y �/px Mag X �/px Y �/px Mag X �/px Y �/px

290.0x 0.42857 0.42938
260.0x 0.46003 0.46099
250.0x 0.49599 0.49703
240.0x 0.54801 0.54852
220.0x 0.60228 0.60180

180.0x 0.66893 0.67009
160.0x 0.74727 0.74764
140.0x 0.85568 0.85607
120.0x 0.99659 0.99703
100.0x 1.22800 1.22826

80.0x 1.50041 1.50140
60.0x 2.12668 2.12724
40.0x 3.01555 3.01731
25.0x 5.16524 5.16227

X Linear Scale Factors
Section Factor Section Factor Section Factor
0-10mm 0.999870
10-20mm 0.999855
20-30mm 0.999933
30-40mm 0.999945
40-50mm 0.999938
50-60mm 0.999923
60-70mm 0.999894

70-80mm 0.999935
80-90mm 0.999952
90-100mm 0.999974

100-110mm 0.999970
110-120mm 0.999971
120-130mm 0.999945
130-140mm 0.999946

140-150mm 1.000004
150-160mm 0.999974
160-170mm 0.999969
170-180mm 0.999977
180-190mm 0.999922
190-200mm 0.999911

Y Linear Scale Factors
Section Factor Section Factor Section Factor
0-5mm 0.997883

5-10mm 0.998382
10-15mm 0.999334
15-20mm 0.999266
20-25mm 0.999133
25-30mm 0.999141

30-35mm 0.999098
35-40mm 0.999335
40-45mm 0.999223
45-50mm 0.999223
50-55mm 0.999264
55-60mm 0.999300

60-65mm 0.999394
65-70mm 0.999537
70-75mm 0.999580
75-80mm 0.999576
80-85mm 0.999568
85-90mm 0.999650

Scale Factor Distortion Map
Scale factors are scaled to the 10th power to create visible results
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Reticle Certification data is 
imported digitally from the 
reticle calibration report. 

To calibrate the PG1000 using 
the linear reticle select linear 
calibration from the hardware 
menu and select your reticle 
from the drop down box. Start 
the calibration and follow the 
on-screen prompt.
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